Improving health care quality through culturally competent physicians: leadership and organizational diversity training
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Abstract: The growing diversity of the population has resulted in substantial challenges for the US health care system. A substantial body of evidence has identified significant disparities in health care among culturally and ethnically diverse patients, irrespective of income, that negatively affects such factors as diagnostic precision, quality of care, adherence to healing protocols, and overall treatment outcomes. Diversity has also been shown to compromise the functionality of health care teams that are increasingly comprised of members with culturally different backgrounds, in which diversity produces misunderstanding and conflict. Many of the problems stem from a lack of cultural competence among both physicians and teams under their supervision. To reduce the numerous problems resulting from inadequate cultural competence among health care professionals, this article examines ways in which the issues of diversity can be effectively addressed in health care institutions. It is advocated that physicians adopt a proactive transformational leadership style to manage diversity because of its emphasis on understanding and aligning follower values which lie at the heart of diversity-related misunderstandings. It is also held that for leadership training among physicians to be fully effective, it should be integrated with organizational-wide diversity programs. By doing so, the complimentary effect could result in comprehensive change, resulting in substantial improvements in the quality of health care for all patients.
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Introduction
Demographers have shown that the US population is growing increasingly diverse, and the ramifications on the health care system from this trend are significant.1 When patients of different ethnicities or races enter the system, they are often confronted with health care providers who either do not understand the cultural differences that influence their decisions or use stereotypes as a heuristic from which erroneous assumptions are made. Concurrently, as the patient population is growing more diverse, so is the health care workforce, which in turn engenders its own set of problems, ranging from miscommunication to intense relational conflict. Ironically, research has shown that if properly managed, not only many of the problems affecting both the diverse patient population and the health care workforce could be reduced, but actually many areas in the delivery of quality care could be improved.2–4 One of the key drivers of such change lies with developing physician leadership skills coupled with cultural competence that have been traditionally overlooked in favor of technical medical training. As health care institutions and treatment protocols are often integrated and highly complex, the importance of having a unifying leader to work at coalescing diverse subordinates into...
With the challenge of high-performing teams is an absolute necessity. This work examines the problems and evaluates potential solutions to the vexing problems of diversity through the training of physicians in transformational leadership techniques in conjunction with institutional diversity training programs.

**Disparities in care for diverse patient populations**

Cultural competence in health care has been operationalized as the ability to provide high-quality care for patients with diverse values, beliefs, and behaviors, including the customization of service delivery and administration to meet the patients’ social and cultural needs. \(^5\) Research in the health care field has shown that cultural competence affects the quality of health care for diverse patient populations as racial and ethnic minorities are often burdened with higher rates of disease, disability, and death and tend to receive a lower quality of health care than nonminorities, even when access-related factors, such as insurance status and income, are taken into account. \(^6\) Recently, two reports from the Institute of Medicine highlighted the persistent racial and ethnic disparities in the current US health care system and further stressed the importance of health care providers’ cross-cultural competence to better address the needs of diverse patient populations and ultimately provide culturally competent, quality patient care. \(^7\)\(^,\)\(^8\)

Unfortunately, the medical education of health care workers in general, and physicians in particular, fails to adequately prepare these professionals with the skills for competently administering cross-cultural care. For example, in one study comparing cross-cultural understanding and health care outcomes, the investigators observed that US medical education is grounded almost exclusively in monocultural western European values and traditions. \(^9\) Although it can be universally accepted that health care providers’ interest is in overseeing the best care for patients, they are constrained by their own cultural background and may often uniformly address the situations of diverse patients within a framework myopically influenced by their own ethnocentric biases. The overall impact of overlooking important cultural differences can lead to substantial compromises in patient care. The various consequences of failing to incorporate cultural differences in medical practice have been found to increase the probability of miscommunication which will lead to diagnostic errors, important screening opportunities being missed, dangerous medication interactions, and large percentage of patients failing to adhere to clinical protocols and follow-ups. \(^10\)

Flowing from other research, other negative effects flowing from a lack of cultural competence have been discovered. In particular, understanding the cultural values of patients have been linked with the effectiveness of health counseling, which in turn affects the ability to develop effective health promotion campaigns; when cultural competence is lacking, both the prevention and management of diseases are significantly compromised. \(^10\) For example, one study found the quality of patient–physician communication experienced by African American patients was worse relative to White American patients, with physicians using a less patient-centered approach with African American patients. \(^11\) This is especially important as patient-centered communication has been demonstrated to be linked with greater patient adherence to treatment protocols, higher recall of medical information, increased participation in treatment decisions, and greater overall satisfaction with care. \(^11\) Similar results were reported in a study conducted of African American patients who reported experiencing less participatory physician visits than White Americans. In contrast, race-concordant relationships between physicians and patients were rated as more participatory. \(^12\)\(^,\)\(^13\)

Further studies have highlighted the problematic effect of patient diversity on medical treatment regardless of income. For example, one longitudinal study examined the impact of racial and ethnic differences over 10 states on preventable hospitalization. \(^14\) Their results indicated that working age and elderly African American adults, as well as Hispanic children and elderly Hispanic patients, had a higher risk for a preventable hospitalization than White American patients even after adjustments were made for differences in health care needs, insurance coverage, socioeconomic status, and the availability of primary care. Other studies have shown similar disparities among ethnically diverse adolescents with psychiatric problems, \(^15\) Arab Americans having significant communication problems with health care workers, \(^16\) treating Latino and African American children with special needs, \(^17\) and providing access to mental health services among elderly patients of varying backgrounds. \(^18\) Additionally, problems have also been documented among biodemographically diverse homosexuals, \(^19\) with disparities particularly ubiquitous in the treatment of HIV/AIDS among minority groups, often leading these individuals to forgo screening and participation in clinical trials. \(^20\)\(^,\)\(^21\)

The concurrence of research on the relationship between patient diversity and health disparities largely stemming from the lack of cultural competence in health care providers has called for diversity training of caregivers to improve the quality of medical care for varying ethnic and racial groups. However, one complicating factor for a health care workforce in attaining cross-cultural competence is that the demographic
composition of health care workers is also changing with the shift in the overall population demographics. Although some researchers have argued that the increase in the diversity of health care workers could act to increase the cultural understanding of diverse patients, its success is far from given. Organizational research does not uniformly predict such a change would solve the problem and may even cause more problems than it solves. As there has been debate in this area, the ensuing section will compare the advantages and disadvantages of using the diversity within health care institutions to address cross-cultural patient care and examine why far more is needed to address health care diversity issues.

Why increasing US health care workforce diversity is not enough?

It has been argued that tailoring the diversity of an area’s health care workforce to reflect their patient population to augment cultural competence, and in turn reduce disparities, represents a viable solution, and numerous scholars support this view. The rationale of matching workforce and patient diversity is intuitive: a diverse staff will have a greater understanding of cultural issues and will more effectively address the needs of a similar patient population. Some proponents of this reasoning have further held that by increasing diversity in the health care workforce, the additional benefits of improving access to high-quality care for the medically underserved, increasing the breadth and depth of the US health research agenda, and expanding the pool of medically trained executives and policymakers ready to take up leadership positions in the health care system of the future can be obtained.

A further argument in favor of such targeted selection has been made that a staff, primarily composed of minorities, would be less likely to engage in discriminatory practices based on race and ethnicity than a majority-composed homogeneous staff. However, while the solution of attaining a specific mix of health care worker sounds good in theory, in practice, doing so would be highly problematic. For example, research has demonstrated that many patients have their own biases toward members of other ethnicities, as light-skinned patients, such as Latinos and Asians, erroneously considered caregivers with darker skin and less proficiency in English to be poorly educated. Even beyond having to overcome patients’ own negative stereotypes, there may be substantially complex legal equal employment opportunity restrictions on using ethnicity as a hiring criteria, and further, even if a matching workforce were numerically achieved, given health care workers rotate in shifts, there would be no guarantee that the diversity of the provider a patient receives is the same as their own.

Qualitatively, different problems are likely to arise from the differences caused by the differing diversity of the health care team members themselves. A study on the communication effectiveness of diverse nursing care teams highlighted that effective communication is the integrative mechanism in high-performing teams, and concluded that ‘in practice, communication processes in racially and ethnically diverse teams are likely to interfere with the team’s ability to tap the inherent potential in their diversity and will increase conflict, reduce self-efficacy and lower team performance’ (p 1406). The study also discovered that when team members cluster in their own identity groups, team performance is inhibited. Two themes of behavior emerged from the study: different perspectives and alternate realities. It was found that team members interpreted their own interactions with others on their team from vantage points grounded in their cultural perspectives, and such differences resulted in divergent views of the situational realities. The tendency to view things through an ethnocentric lens increased both conflict and miscommunication due to team member’s inability to identify the root sources of their conflict and consequently impeded the development of pragmatic solutions.

Without physicians who are not only experts in medical care, but also educated in value-based cultural leadership, treating and communicating increasingly diverse patients would be further compromised, and managing the differences of the increasingly diverse teams under their direction would create more miscommunication and problems than those exist currently. Numerous studies demonstrate the acquisition of leadership skills by physicians strongly facilitates communication and interaction with diverse patients and augments the effectiveness of their pedagogical and administrative roles over medical teams, thereby improving the overall treatment of diverse patient populations. In doing so, the best overall results are when such leadership training is accompanied by an organizational-wide diversity training initiative. It is, therefore, crucial that both physicians and health care workers become culturally competent and exhibit leadership to manage diversity for substantially improving the delivery of health care for all.

The role of physicians as leaders in diversity management

Physicians as leaders of diverse health care teams in cross-cultural patient care

Because the delivery of health care in clinical environments is often highly complex, achieving optimal patient outcomes often necessitates the effective use and coordination of teams.28
Most frequently, such teams are rigidly hierarchical with primary and attending physicians charged with the responsibility of directing all caregivers in the coordination of a comprehensive treatment protocol. The purpose of this type of organizational structure is based on the premise that physicians are the most medically educated and knowledgeable about patient symptoms and conditions of all health care workers and are thus the most qualified to specify and modify specific medical regimens. Because of this, physicians are inherently placed in leadership positions, in which their authority flows from five primary power bases originally described by French and Raven.

The first, expert power, flows from possessing a higher level of competence than other members of their organization or team. For example, when in the operating room, nurses obey orders from surgeons without hesitation due to their significantly higher medical proficiency. Legitimate power is that which is granted by the organization through establishing formal levels of authority, generally by position and/or rank within a position. Reward power stems from the ability to satisfy subordinate needs, and conversely, coercive power flows from the ability to punish followers by withholding or reducing things fulfilling their desires or needs. Often, these two types of power are held by those with legitimate power. The final base of authority, referent power, is achieved through an individual’s charisma and willingness to employ that charisma to influence followers’ deeply held beliefs. This is a particularly important source of power, as it is through this means that physician leadership can incorporate and appeal to the intrinsic values of followers and align the varying interests of individual caregivers into that of a team. However, as research on the effectiveness of charisma as a leadership style has been found to differ cross-culturally, its application needs to be tailored to suit the specific ethnic populations to when it is utilized.

Unfortunately, despite the power physicians have from their medical expertise and formal institutional authority, physician-led medical teams are often characterized by high conflict and dysfunctional interaction. The rigid hierarchical organizational structure further compounds communication difficulties among team members, thereby leading to difficulties in command and coordination, and informal channels of information transfer develop. Once communication breaks down, often conflict ensues and has been a well-documented literature, assessing problems in physician–nurse interactions. The resultant conflict between doctors and nurses can consequently lead to medication errors, unnecessary testing, and delayed diagnoses. Furthermore, once a pattern of such conflict becomes institutionalized over long periods of time, the mutual distrust and lack of respect between the parties negatively affect the decision-making quality of the health care providers by slowing the flow or introducing ambiguity into important patient information, as well as discounting the importance of such information when it comes from a party with whom the physician is in conflict. The hierarchical medical structure itself is, therefore, another problematic factor that causes miscommunication and conflict among diverse employees in work teams that undermine the ability to provide optimal health care to patients.

Furthermore, as today’s health care workforce is highly diverse, without a high level of cultural understanding, communication by those from a different culture may be taken out of context or misunderstood by those from another culture. Indeed, this has been shown to be pronounced in modern workplaces when those with cultural differences communicate using e-mail, in which even simple grammatical violations may ferment distrust and create negative perceptions of the sender. These misperceptions, in turn, can become manifested in false stereotypes, thus further leading to problematic team relations. Although some studies have shown that for long-standing teams, such miscommunication is reduced over time and the effects of biodemographic differences may even have little to no effect on the quality of team member’s work, minority members, who become stereotyped, may become inhibited from contributing potentially valuable input, and when they do, such opinions may be given little consideration. This can become detrimental in the administration of patient care, as often when diverse teams work functionally, they can spawn greater creativity than homogeneous teams.

Until fairly recently, medical education has almost exclusively focused on the technical skills in physician training. As advances in medicine and patient treatment grew increasingly complex and interdependent, the delivery of care became increasingly team-based, while medical education remained largely grounded in the teaching traditions it had developed over the years, and leadership training largely ignored. However, a growing recognition of this problem has begun to resonate with medical educators, and calls for teaching leadership skills as a part of medical training has garnered growing support among physicians. As a result of this change in thinking, the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education added the leadership skills of ‘interpersonal skills and communication’ and ‘professionalism’ to their list of core competencies. Although these two elements together do not constitute a full description of the qualities...
associated with broader definitions of leadership (which are numerous), these two in themselves are widely believed to be essential components of leadership, and particularly necessary to master, given the difficulty of leading diverse health care staff charged with treating a diverse patient population. Cohen, in his discourse on ‘Finishing the bridge for diversity’, called for his medical colleagues to take action for using leadership techniques to address the issues of diversity in medicine. In doing so, he strongly advocated that high-quality health care and discovering medical solutions cannot be fully realized without strong leadership to augment efforts to increase cultural competence. The section below discusses the implications of developing physician leadership using transformational leadership for managing diverse work teams in delivering effective cross-cultural patient care.

Leading diverse work teams through transformational leadership

Leading teams comprised of highly diverse workers are fraught with managerial difficulties, especially as their primary mission is to practice medicine on an equally diverse patient population. One of the most difficult problems facing those who want to improve the performance of diverse health care teams in organizations is establishing the basis for trust in an environment where many established practices have led to an ingrained pattern of individual conflict over a long period of time. In order to do so, existing conflict must be acknowledged by all parties, and then, a greater understanding of the problems examined before a full resolution of the sources of conflict can be addressed. The added complexities associated with conflicts in teams high in cultural diversity are significantly more difficult to address than in homogeneous teams, as culturally and linguistically related misunderstandings may create or exacerbate a team conflict, and resorting to ‘talking out’ such problems ironically fail for the very reason they started.

Team conflict has been an area widely researched by organizational scholars, and not all has been determined to be bad. Jih developed a conflict model through, first, conducting a literature review and subsequently performed a qualitative analysis using observation and interviews. From this effort, she identified three primary forms of conflict that affects organizational groups: task-related, relationship-based, and process-based. Although an excessive amount of any of these conflict types were deemed to be detrimental to group performance, moderate levels of task-based conflict was found to produce such effects as generating and evaluating alternatives, encouraging constructive criticism, and the forthright exchange of opinions, all of which positively improved evaluation and decision-making. The finding was consistent with other studies, demonstrating that task-related conflict can enhance creativity through eliciting divergent viewpoints, and thus represents an advantage the diverse teams have relative to homogeneous teams, provided the diverse team is properly managed. Other research has shown, though, that the relationship between task conflict and group productivity is curvilinear and highest when the conflict is moderate. In contrast, relationship-based conflict outcomes of bickering, low satisfaction, and decreased performance were reported. Because much of the conflict that occurs from biodemographic misunderstandings is relational or becomes relational, this provides additional rationale for proactively working toward having diversity education health care as part of ongoing professional training in health care settings. Thus, to effectively manage conflict arising out of diversity-related issues, leaders must minimize diversity-related relational conflict, while strategically allowing a moderate level of task-related conflict between diverse team members to enhance solution generation capability and decision-making quality.

Because of the deep-rooted problems and often intense emotional reactions individuals have in diversity-related misunderstandings, the type of leadership style employed becomes of utmost importance. Because of the underlying divisions, although not all the problems (such as language barriers) can be directly addressed, a value-oriented and integrative style of leadership can best facilitate optimal communication and understanding. Although a plethora of leadership theories and techniques have been developed and tested over many years, the most appropriate style to manage conflict and communication issues for diverse health care employee in cross-cultural patient care is transformational leadership. The taxonomy of transformational leadership is based on influencing followers through pursuing goals that fulfill their intrinsic needs. Although some of the power of a transformational leader is grounded in charisma (which as discussed is generally not highly effective for influencing culturally diverse individuals), its real focus is on profoundly influencing individuals through articulating a vision that promotes the followers’ own, deeply held, intrinsic personal beliefs and values. Indeed, the values and ethics espoused by the leader who acts in a way that demonstrates willingness to put their followers’ needs before their own makes it a style of leadership that goes far beyond charisma and actively aims to promote an understanding among the culturally diverse being led.

In some cases, when tasks are routine and do not involve moral contemplation, transactional leadership is used to elicit
follower behavior by extrinsic exchanges in value, like reward for performing a set of duties, instead.27,62 However, as has been demonstrated through this work, the issues that are problematic in managing diversity arise from long-held cultural norms and social values, and thus be best addressed, in large part, with transformational leadership techniques.29,64 There are four basic techniques which comprise transformational leadership model.65,66 When a set of employee values have been recognized to be of high importance, then the technique of inspirational motivation that employs motivational communication to demonstrate commitment to pursue such values is used. Idealized influence is a transformational technique utilized in two ways. First, as a means of developing strong bonds with workers on a personal and emotional level, and second, as role model, exhibiting behavior that is consistent with forwarding the values of the followers; seeing leaders perform behaviors they espouse serves to permeate the team or organization as a whole. Individual consideration is a third means of transformational leadership that specifically aims to help specific groups or individual followers satisfy their intrinsic needs, while intellectual stimulation is the fourth transformational style and works to generate creative thinking among followers by posing relevant problems and valuing their input.

Physicians placed in a leadership positions without a clear understanding of the intrinsic needs of their workers must default to leading through transactional methods, and by doing so, the problems associated with diversity mismanagement manifest in suboptimal health care delivery. For example, with employee teams and followers, physician leaders could opt to provide monetary rewards, or use threats of punishment for nonperformance, but in doing so, the root causes of conflict and misunderstanding flowing from cultural diversity would be unaddressed, thus allowing for relationship-based conflict and dysfunctional attitudes to fester and ultimately erode a functional organizational environment. In contrast, through the use of transformational leadership, physicians can be much more effective leaders of diverse workers. As it has been shown that doctors very often place the interests of their patients ahead of their own67 and most health care workers also place a high intrinsic value of aiding sick individuals, this underlying commonality can serve as a strong basis from which to anchor their leadership style with their follower’s core values.68 Again, it cannot be stressed enough that for such leadership to be efficacious, it is of the utmost importance that the physician as leader displays behavior that exemplifies complete dedication for adhering to honest and ethical principles in dealing with their subordinates and patients and through their decision-making processes.69,70

Transformational leadership is predicated on dynamic interactions with followers which may change over time and varying situational outcomes. Physicians choosing to utilize this method need to conduct ongoing analyses of their own behavior and performance in medical situations, attempt to reduce reliance on algorithmic responses, and lead in nonprogrammatic ways that buttress the experiential transformational process as a whole.71 These personal changes are held to be qualitatively more significant than simply a shift in preference for a leadership style and have been shown to be capable of producing deep changes in personal values, standards of evaluation, and increased motivation.72,73

Another leadership paradigm, identity-based leadership development, can be very complementary for physicians opting to lead using transformational leadership. Initially, based on work role identity research,74 this experiential-based view became more widely recognized in the late 1990s and early 2000 and has since garnered substantial academic support.75–77 The model holds that as leaders mature and develop, they change as a result of their experiences and become more open to challenging their old views and behaviors in favor of new ones.71 With ongoing experience, leaders grow to redefine their values and purpose in light of prioritizing things differently. In order to reap the full benefits from this method, physicians must be willing to engage in the self-introspection of their actions and experience outside the training forum. Thus, through experiences gained over time would engage in a continuous cycle of improvement in their leadership acumen.78 This effect may be especially pronounced when increase in an empathetic understanding of their followers (and patients) is experienced while undergoing diversity training.79

In the case of physicians, who have been shown to find ambiguity a significant barrier to the administration of high-quality care, incorporating transformational leadership can be especially useful for helping to perform in environments high in complexity and ambiguity.80 The extent of complexity and tightly integrated systems in modern health care administration, and the resultant deleterious effects of medical errors, was extensive enough for Gaba to deem medical care as a ‘high-hazard’ industry.81 In tandem with developing transformational leadership, identity-based changes have been shown to also augment systems thinking and environmental analysis, which are critical for leaders facing problems rooted in systemic causes.82,83 Given that diversity affects the quality of care which both physicians and their teams can provide,
learning to engage in systems thinking gives leaders added effectiveness in problem identification, decision-making, and alternative evaluation.  

**Instituting organizational diversity training programs**

**Integrating leadership and team training**

Physician leadership training in itself is not enough to fully develop high-functioning cross-cultural medical teams. Rather, physicians must work with team members to coordinate their competencies and aim to include them in decision-making and afford them autonomy when appropriate. In order for physicians to gain the empathetic cross-cultural competence needed for developing high-performance teams using the transformational method, it is paramount that they gain a very thorough understanding of the cultures they serve. One means of doing so is to establish diversity training programs within the health care centers, with ongoing participation by physicians and other health care providers from their own teams and throughout the organization.

Although there are medical complexities that are necessary for the physician to solely direct because of their high expertise, for tasks where outcomes are dependent on coordinated team performance, allowing members to share in the decision-making process give them feelings of ownership, partnership, and accountability in the holistic care of patients. Diversity workshops and decision training are particularly valuable for medical teams, where shared knowledge, coupled with practice and feedback, is necessary to meet cross-functional demands for optimal outcomes.

Physician leaders and other diverse team members, working together, can learn over time to overcome cultural differences that once acted as an impediment to cohesiveness, and through doing so, they can create a psychologically collectivistic mind-set among members, hence resulting in greater coordination and integration of care. As research has indicated that goal priority is among the strongest motivators for group collectivism and physicians and followers hold the same intrinsic value on patients’ welfare, this congruence of purpose strongly supports combining transformational leadership with team training.

Of particular importance to develop teams and individuals adept in dealing with diversity is to base training on improving overall ‘cultural intelligence’. Formally proposed as a unique taxonomy of intelligence of individuals’ ability to function in culturally diverse environments, it was held to be comprised of four distinct multidimensional factors: metacognitive intelligence representing the overall ability to comprehend and adjust mental models of cultural assumptions, cognitive intelligence which is the ability to recognize and gain familiarity with cultural traditions and norms usually through interaction, motivational intelligence being the drive and interest one has toward learning about acting in situations with cultural ambiguity, and behavioral intelligence is the ability to engage in cross-cultural communication through using appropriate verbal and nonverbal means that are culturally sensitive.

In a series of three studies performed on these cultural dimensions by Ang et al, it was found that both metacognitive and behavioral intelligence were significantly related to task performance, while metacognitive and cognitive cultural intelligence were positively correlated with cultural judgment and decision-making. It was this latter finding that led the researchers to conclude that diversity training programs must extend beyond the usual cognitive training characteristic of such programs and additionally focus on building the metacognitive and behavioral intelligences as well as incorporating exercises, such as physical simulations, emotional engagement, and encouraging individual reflection in these programs.

Indeed, such high-involvement exercises have shown success in building cross-cultural teams. The use of virtual patients in medical school and the use of patient-centered simulation in surgical training have both proven to be effective at fostering skills which promote greater diversity sensitivity in medical practice. Perhaps, a more intense simulated approach has been through the use of Crew Resource Training, which is a model taken from aviation training, and is geared for adapting to different situations, with unique and diverse team members under real-time conditions. In general, the reaction from such training among medical professionals has been mixed, with some finding it very useful and others difficult to generalize to medical settings. A mixed training method, incorporating a leadership program with cultural goal alignment support in a clinical traineeship program in a primary care setting, has also reported success. Although each of these programs may not have fully addressed diversity issues, it can be seen how each, in their own way, touch upon each of the four factors of cultural intelligence elucidated previously, and in doing so demonstrate the value of considering means by which to increase cultural intelligence in designing cultural competency programs.

**Integrating diversity training in the holistic delivery of cross-cultural care**

Gaining insight into the cultural patterns of different patient ethnicities is necessary for optimizing the treatment of diverse patients. For example, it has been shown that understanding the cultural traditions of the Latino community, such as...
the interaction of the cultural paradigms of familismo (value of extended family), machismo (predominantly male decision-making), and fatalismo (belief in fate), can influence treatment outcomes. Although doctors often must know where patients are in most pain for the purposes of diagnosis, the machismo expectations of Latino males may lead them to feign indifference to pain, whereas a white male may be more forthcoming. In such instances, physicians may need to look more closely for other nonverbal cues, indicating pain when treating white males.

In contrast to Latino populations, individuals with East Asian ethnicities (eg, Korean, Chinese, and Japanese) are more concerned with preserving ‘face’, and thus act to limit embarrassment by avoiding to ask sensitive questions directly. As a result, physicians and health care staff treating members of these ethnicities may have greater success by posing questions and eliciting responses in a manner which allows patients to reveal personal information while preserving their dignity. Physicians and health care staff must also be aware that the cultural diversity can impact the way in which the patient describes the symptoms of specific illnesses. For example, because depression is widely stigmatized in Asian cultures, Asian patients with depression may report only the physical manifestations of their problem, such as weight loss and insomnia, and avoid discussing their emotional state altogether. Culturally sensitive health care professionals may then want to attempt to elicit such personal information circumspectly, like asking about stress levels at home and work or other such areas indicative of personal unhappiness. The development of professional cultural diversity training programs is an important means by which physicians and staff can work together to improve their knowledge and change their behavior to create more positive intercultural interactions with patients and each other.

Diversity training programs should begin by establishing dialog and interaction between physician leaders and employees’ representative of the diverse composition of the workplace itself, with the aim to challenge stereotypes and educate each other as to their personal values, as well as concerns. Such programs benefit most by focusing on the similarities between groups as opposed to highlighting and confronting differences. Other work has also demonstrated the added value of programs transcend just addressing differences and work to create close bonds and mutual respect between those of different ethnic or racial backgrounds.

Two types of programs that have enjoyed success in improving cultural competence are awareness training and skill-building training. In awareness training, individuals are introduced to the concepts of diversity and the reasons of why understanding cultural differences are clinically important, while skill-building training works to familiarize trainees on the nuances of cultural differences and how to utilize such knowledge in actual practice. These training types are not mutually exclusive and often most effective when combined.

One example of such synergy has been reported by an extensive study by the National Demonstration Project on transitioning family practices into patient-centered medical homes. Moreover, research has indicated that a lack of cultural competence is more related to health care workers’ unwillingness to engage in critical self-introspection and
reevaluation of their biases toward patients of different ethnicities, rather than fault with cross-cultural training interventions. Because such personal changes cannot be acquired through the didactic methods of reading textbooks and unstructured discussion alone, experts have argued that for such training to be effective, health care professionals must be taught through interacting with individuals’ representative of the diverse patient populations they will treat.

Diversity programs often involve high-impact hands-on training and thus need to be structured so both physicians and staff can apply learned concepts and skills on patients while concurrently assessing their cross-cultural effectiveness. Last but not least, the support of senior administrative management has been determined to be vital for such educational endeavors to be fully successful at creating institutions adept in diversity management.

### Summary and conclusion

The attainment of cultural competence is imperative for improving upon the serious problems of health disparities experienced by individuals due to their personal ethnography. A lack of cultural understanding has been shown to lead to making patient diagnosis more difficult and prone to error, patient inability to make informed choices over their own care, inhibit the establishment of a trusting doctor–patient relationship, and other such problems all of which both independently and interactively lead to suboptimal care. Compounding the problem is the diversity of the teams charged with treating the patients, who in addition may have their own difficulties communicating with diverse patients, also face the same problems in exchanges with diverse coworkers. The misunderstandings and conflicts, which often arise out of them, negatively act to impair the effectiveness of team operation and thus results in diminished quality treatment for all patients under their care. The two major recommendations proposed in this work to address diversity issues in both patients and team members, and act as transformational leaders in their organizational settings.

The first, physician leadership, is the umbrella under which all other change initiatives should be deployed in providing effective cross-cultural patient care. Leadership efforts must be cohesive; beginning with support at the executive level, enacted in practice by physicians, and effectively diffused throughout all levels in the organization. Without organization-wide support and a commitment to allocate the necessary resources and create an infrastructure that promotes synergism between all integrated in the delivery of patient care, the ability to deal with the challenges of increasing diversity in health care settings would be substantially compromised. In order to address the inherent problems in treating diverse patients and managing diversity in the health care workforce, effective leadership must be at the helm of the effort. Nevertheless, until now, the mastery of leadership has not been an important domain of physicians, as medical care was not nearly as integrated or complex as in the modern era. To this point, leadership education has not been a formal part of medical school curriculums. However, as the growing body of evidence demonstrating that the treatment of diverse patients are being mismanaged, a change in medical education is beginning, including patient-focused simulation, the use of cross-cultural virtual patients, and inclusion of leadership and communication training necessary to reduce conflict and miscommunication in cross-cultural patient care. As complete medical reeducation is, however, not a realistic alternative for those already established in the health care sector, the motivation to change will necessarily have to come from those currently in practice who see and acknowledge such problems in their institution. Physician leaders could greatly facilitate this process by making a commitment to themselves, engage in diversity education, interact with greater understanding of patients and team members, and act as transformational leaders in their organizational settings.

The second, diversity training, should encompass all levels of health care staff to alleviate miscommunication and conflict inherent in cross-cultural patient care. In doing so, we also emphasized the role of physician leadership as a complementary means to augment the efficacy of diversity training in cross-cultural patient care. Although the training of health care professionals is essential to addressing the multitude of diversity-related problems, ultimately the origination of such change must begin with the full dedication of top administrators to support such organizational change and sincere commitment of physicians to actively participate in cross-cultural training, reflect on their current beliefs, and be willing to engage in the personal growth necessary to identify, articulate, and effectively improve their own ability to treat diverse patients and gain the skills to lead diverse teams through the use of transformational leadership.

Physicians must make the commitment to assume the role of change agents in the process to develop and lead culturally competent health care organizations. By doing so, in tandem with significant organizational diversity training efforts, substantial improvements in the health care system can be realized. The current ability to deal with diverse
patient competence is fully unacceptable. The cross-cultural competence that is gained through the physician transformational process, in conjunction with improved team functioning, will translate into significantly enhanced care for many diverse patients currently marginalized.\textsuperscript{106,107} Physicians trained in cross-cultural care could establish closer rapport with such patients, elicit greater medical information, and interpret patient communication more accurately. It would be expected that an increase in compliance would follow as well, as patients would be increasingly receptive to the physician’s care.\textsuperscript{108} Health care teams, comprised of diverse employees competent in providing cross-cultural care and under the leadership of physicians committed to developing team members’ potential and promoting high ethical values within their teams, would together create dynamic and inclusive healthcare environments, where all patients would receive the best care regardless of background.
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